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Happy New Year!

Welcome to the January 2005 Edition of GPCCNews!

We have improved our newsletter to keep you more informed. Enhanced sections provide easy 

access to the articles that interest you most. 

Business Savvy features articles about vital business issues explored by regional 

professionals. What is a brand and how can I get one? This month, find out why developing your 

company brand means creating bonds of trust with your customers. 

Chamber Voice showcases the latest business programs or initiatives in the Greater 

Philadelphia region that are key to business growth.

Key Issues discusses the most pressing Chamber initiatives and programs. Rethinking 

Philadelphia will discuss major improvements to make the Benjamin Franklin Parkway 

a more desirable destination. 

Also, find out why some local businesses should be wary of their merchandise. 

In the Know features the Chamber’s highlighted Affinity Program Amerihealth 

Casualty Services and how your company can save money while providing your 

employees with quality care. The On The Move campaign has kicked off its seventh 

year and is looking for regional companies to volunteer. Read to Me sent top regional 

executives into Philadelphia schools to share the joys of reading with the schoolchildren. 

Thanks to the Arts & Business Council of Greater Philadelphia, Business on Board is

providing its ninth year of specialized training to place business executives on the boards

and committees of local arts and cultural organizations. Manpower Inc.’s employment 

outlook seems bright for the first quarter of 2005. Updated packages at the Business 

Expo 2005 will provide a great opportunity to exhibit your company’s products or

services to a large business audience all at once. Congratulations to Peggy Dolan for

her recent induction into Caring Institute’s Hall of Fame.

Executive Summary gives you the latest updates on the Chamber’s public policy
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activities and initiatives and find out who recently joined the Chamber on the New 

Member list. 

Corporate Cares recognizes regional companies that believe community involvement is 

essential to regional success. Learn which local businesses are contributing to the region. 

Note: Let us know what you're reading. Using the navigation tabs at the top of your screen

instead of the back button lets us know what you're reading, so we can ultimately give you more

of what you want.
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Advertise! Build more exposure for your company and drive hits to your website. Purchase ad space in the

NEW! Chamber Flash Box for month long exposure to GPCC News subscribers and website visitors. You can

potentially reach the 2,000 web visitors that link to this newsletter each month as well as the full Chamber

subscription list.

*Now available! Website Ads. Special discounts on multiple month & combination pages. Call 215-790-3665

for more details.

Submit an article! Do you have an interesting perspective from which to approach a new or well-known

business issue? Can you shed light on a controversial topic relating to your industry? Would you like to give

your fellow Chamber members a business tip that can save or earn them extra time and money? Submit an

article to be published in this newsletter to enhance your recognition and influence potential or existing

clients. 

Community Profiles. We would like to feature your community enrichment programs. Please tell us about a

community initiative with which your company is involved, and we may highlight your company’s contributions

as a philanthropic leader. Email bkahora@philachamber.com for details.

Host, Boast & Post! Promote a company achievement, event or sale at absolutely no cost to you. Just click on

the Bulletin Board & Member Discounts link on the Chamber’s website, enter your email address, company

code* and post immediately!!!

*If you do not have your company code but are registered in our system, your code will be emailed to you. If

your email address is not registered, contact ptoner@philachamber.com.
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 The Chamber is bustling with upcoming events. Please 

view our calendar for the programs that interest you 

most. Join in! Click here to see updated calendar
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Branding is bonding

By: Bob Aretz

When my kids get restless, I like to send them on scavenger hunts. I give them a list of

things they need to find, and the first one to find all the things on the list wins. But what

always amazes me is how they interpret and perceive things on the list. It’s a great

reminder that not all things have the same meaning to all people.

Take the act of “branding."

A Google search for “What is branding?” returned 5,130,000 options, including a punk rocker’s

blog about her new “brand,” burned elegantly on her lower back. It seems no two people

really agree on what branding means, especially now that the word is up for nomination in

the “business buzz word hall of shame.”

Imagine a corporation having to agree on how much, if anything, to spend on branding when

the players can’t agree on a definition or benefit (it’s not hard to picture, I’m sure). To solve

this dilemma for our clients at my brand strategy firm, Paragraph, we took a step back. We

asked ourselves what it is that we create, and have always created, for clients and got back

to the simple, clear, good definition.

Here it is …

The act of branding, in all its shapes, sizes, forms, and manifestations, is the act of 

bonding; bonding with customers, employees, and shareholders, basically everyone with 

which your company interacts. Bonding is what creates the trust that is needed to form and 

maintain long-term relationships.

In the study of interpersonal communication, academics call the process of building trust

“disclosure.” One person meets another. They exchange pleasantries. If that goes well, they

offer more intimate information about themselves. The relationship grows as more and

more is shared and the trust gets stronger.

The same process applies to how your company communicates at every touch-point with a

customer, although branding isn’t just for external audiences, (but that’s another article).

http://www.philachamber.com
http://www.bhimaging.com/
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Your company creates the customer’s expectation through your offering, your culture and

your process. The customer’s expectation and your promise to meet that expectation is born

of internal (operations) and external (sales, marketing, customer service) forces.

If you meet the customer’s expectation, if you deliver on the promise, then you’re forming

the bond and establishing trust.

Soon enough, the customer will take action, or make a transaction. If you continue to form

this bond by meeting the customer’s expectation, you’ll have a lifelong customer, a friend of

your brand, forever.

And there it is, a definition of branding in a 211-word nutshell. Or, for those skimmers out

there, remember this …

Branding is bonding. Clear and simple.

Contributor: Bob Aretz 

Principal & Creative Director at brand strategy firm Paragraph, Bob Aretz was named as one

of Philadelphia Business Journal’s “40 under 40,” for his charisma and entrepreneurial spirit.

With extensive experience in creating and executing brand strategy for a number of regional

and national companies, Bob’s insight, understanding, and vision are integral to every simple,

clear, and good brand strategy and marketing campaign Paragraph produces.

Share your business savvy with other Chamber members. Click here to submit an 

article discussing relevant business issues.

<< Back
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January 2005

The New Year holds triumphs and challenges for the Greater Philadelphia business community.

Recent news—which rivals the establishment of the Pennsylvania Convention Center, the Kimmel

Center for the Performing Arts, and the National Constitution Center—that the world-renown

Barnes Collection will relocate to Philadelphia’s Benjamin Franklin Parkway will be a major boon

for the region. The addition of the Barnes will transform the Parkway into one of the world’s top

arts and cultural destinations.

Since it was revealed that the Barnes Foundation was in dire financial difficulty, the Greater

Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce has been a leading voice among advocates who have

supported the Barnes Foundation’s move to Philadelphia. The Chamber and other business leaders

have also been adamant that the provisions in Dr. Albert Barnes’ will be given top consideration

as Judge Stanley Ott weighed his decision.

The Chamber believes that Judge Ott’s decision has been made in accordance to the wishes of

the late Dr. Albert Barnes. It was Barnes who built the collection and willed that the collection

live in perpetuity to inspire others with a love of art and provide students access to this

collection of masterpieces.

A new home on Philadelphia’s Benjamin Franklin Parkway raises the prominence of the Barnes

Collection, elevating it to an international showpiece to be studied and admired. The Chamber

believes that the relocation of the collection will be the catalyst that lifts the Barnes Foundation

to financial stability and will greatly benefit the region.

And while we celebrate the addition of the Barnes Foundation to Philadelphia, we must remember 

that it is important that there is public transportation capable of getting visitors to the Barnes.

Last month, SEPTA adopted a plan that calls for significant rate hikes and service cuts. Governor

Ed Rendell has introduced a stop-gap measure that may provide a temporary solution to SEPTA’s

financial crises, but the fact remains that there must be a dedicated and dependent funding

stream for SEPTA. Public transportation is vital to hundreds of thousands citizens in our region,

http://www.philachamber.com
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as well to the majority of the business community.

Please contact your elected state officials about this issue so that our region can continue to be 

a place for new investments and economic development opportunity. 

Next >>
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Rethinking Philadelphia : The Parkway

Although the Benjamin Franklin Parkway has been a treasure for years, city officials are 

pioneering a plan to utilize all aspects of the area to help it reach its full potential as a nationally 

preferred destination. They want to make the locale more accessible, and create enhanced 

attractions to warrant that accessibility. Working from an already strong foundation of cultural 

richness and the recent accrual of the Barnes Foundation, city officials want to engender a single 

destination with multiple attractions.

Connecting beauty with history, the local museums could serve as the primary drawing point for 

traveling tourists. The newest addition to the Parkway, the Barnes Foundation, promises to bring 

a wealth of priceless artworks, a unique gallery, an art school, and an abundance of tourists. 

With an anticipated arrival between 2009 and 2010, city officials hope the museum will attract 

more than 200,000 visitors per year more, potentially necessitating more restaurants and 

recreational activities. There are also high hopes of getting additional cultural attractions like the 

Calder Museum to settle on the Parkway, but first the existing museums may talk of rotating 

exhibits within the museum clusters. While tourists browse the museum halls, city officials see 

a plethora of other inviting attractions outside, from renowned restaurants to festive parades.

Not only are city leaders searching for an alliance of culture, creativity and concessions to 

attract visitors from outside the region into Philadelphia, but also to unite the diverse sections of 

the city together. Parkway visionaries see safer sidewalks away from the perils of speeding 

traffic, park benches facing greenery and not roadway, and a stronger infrastructure of 

attractions that will attract residents on a daily basis. With a multitude of schools and cultural 

and community institutions in the surrounding area, the Parkway would serve as a vehicle to 

unite the diverse neighborhoods in the region and give residents a place to relax and discover the 

brilliance of the city.

Envisioning Philadelphia as a paramount cultural destination, the Greater Philadelphia Chamber of

Commerce, the Philadelphia Daily News, and PECO, An Exelon Company have focused this year’s

Rethinking Philadelphia on the revitalization of the Parkway. With an eagerness to give

http://www.philachamber.com
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Philadelphians a greater source of pride in their city, the February 2, 2005 program will further

advance the long assessment as to the future of this grand boulevard.

PECO is a strong advocate for rebuilding Philadelphia and developing the area to its fullest,

optimistic that the city will emerge as a top national destination. "Each year PECO contributes

more than $8 million to organizations and groups that help make our region a better place to live

and work,” Denis P. O'Brien, President, PECO, An Exelon Company, said. “PECO is especially proud

to partner with the Chamber to support Rethinking Philadelphia, an event focusing on the

prominent issues impacting our region.”

Whatever the solution may be to the Parkway, Rethinking Philadelphia will guide us toward the 

creation of a beautiful destination.

For more information on Rethinking Philadelphia, please contact Antonia Quagliariello at 

215.790.3637 or email antonia@philachamber.com.

Next >>
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Business Alert:

A recent series of articles in the Philadelphia Daily News have brought to light that seemingly 

harmless items available in some stores could be used for unlawful purposes. Specifically, small 

roses being sold in glass tubes are popular among drug addicts, who use the tubes to smoke 

uncontrolled substances.

As this practice causes a public nuisance, we urge all our member businesses to become aware 

that products in their establishments, which are marketed for a legitimate use, may be used for 

disreputable intentions. For the safety of our citizens and the businesses that operate in our 

neighborhoods, the Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce asks businesses to exercise 

discretion if you have reason to believe that certain items are being used for illegal activity.

Next >>
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Membership Advantages - Chamber "Affinity Programs"

The Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce is well known for its signature events, its public

advocacy, and its economy-building efforts. But to a great number of regional companies, the

Chamber’s “Affinity Programs” are among the most valued benefits of their Chamber

membership.

The Chamber partners with several service providers to offer its members savings on everything

from workers’ compensation insurance and retirement plans, to office supplies and shipping

services. These Affinity Programs result in drastic cost savings and an improved bottom line for

Chamber members who find that enrolling in these programs alone is worth the cost of

membership. This month’s featured Affinity Program is:

 

AmeriHealth Casualty Services offers Chamber members guaranteed discounts on workers’

compensation insurance and up to 15 percent dividends based on the group’s loss experience.

With flexible payment plans, reduced administrative burdens, the elimination of fraud, and control

of abuse, this program reduces costs and provides employees with quality care.

If you have a question on the Chamber’s affinity programs please contact

http://www.philachamber.com
http://www.philachamber.com
http://www.philachamber.com/benefits_savingsdisc_od.asp
http://www.amerihealth.com/casualty/
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On The Move 

Kicking off its seventh year of the On The Move campaign, the Greater Philadelphia Chamber of

Commerce continually strives to enhance member benefits and resources through a unique

partnership with regional companies. Utilizing upwards of 300 employees from more than 30

different corporations, volunteers work with the Chamber staff to sell memberships, tables and

tickets to Chamber events, sponsorships and other Chamber products. Revenue raised by the

campaign serves to increase the Chamber’s membership base and add new programs, while still

advancing existing services. On The Move strengthens the Chamber’s commitment to improve

the business climate in Greater Philadelphia.

If you are interested in becoming a volunteer or your company would like to support the 

campaign thru a contribution, please contact Tracy Foster at 215.790.3688 or 

tfoster@philachamber.com or visit otm.philachamber.com.
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Read me a story, please 

Sharing the gift of literacy this past holiday season, more than 40 senior business executives 

visited schools in Greater Philadelphia and introduced PreK and kindergarteners to the joys of 

reading. Sponsored by the Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce, Bank of America and the 

School District of Philadelphia, regional executives were eager to reach out to the young 

schoolchildren.

Thanks to the generosity of regional business leaders on December 20, 2004, more than 1130 

Philadelphia school children in 46 classrooms, in eight schools not only listened attentively to 

renditions of Click, Clack, Moo: Cows That Type, a story about literate cows that strike for 

better working conditions on their farm, but were also invited to take the excitement home to 

share with their families.

“I couldn’t think of any greater pay off than looking in the eager faces of those young students

as they listened intently to every word of each story,” said Mark S. Schweiker, President & CEO,

Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce. “The School District ’s educators do a tremendous

job of engaging children in the learning process; but it helps to have caring business executives

spend time with the children and inspire them further. It is an experience that I will cherish

forever and an experience the children also will never forget. We intend to come back to the

schools with hundreds more storytellers and make 'Read to Me' a grander event.”

Donations of mobile collections of 300 books per school and take-home tote bags for each child

provided by participating companies will secure the children’s continued access to books and

nurture their love of learning. These dedicated executives believe that exposure to reading at an

early age can spark a life-long enthusiasm for education and hope that these schoolchildren will

bring their newly found love of reading into their homes, spending reading time with relatives,

caregivers and teachers.

“Not only is Bank of America proud to have

sponsored such a beneficial program, but it

was very gratifying to see so many

http://www.philachamber.com
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executives in the region showing their

support and utmost dedication for Read to

Me,” Dan Fitzpatrick, President, Bank of

America said. “It was most rewarding,

however, to see the sheer delight in the

schoolchildren as they excitedly followed

along as we read aloud. I’m glad that I

could share my love of reading with them,

and I hope they will share that love with

their parents, caregivers and siblings.”

 

To maximize the benefits of the program, the Chamber provided pre-program teacher 

orientations and post-program parent workshops to encourage them to read aloud to their 

children at home.

“In the spirit of giving, Read to Me was just the perfect event to launch the holiday season,”

Barbara Hurley-Yetman, President, DeVry University said. “I’m sitting here with a smile still on

my face. The children and the staff were just wonderful. I’m thankful to the Chamber for the

opportunity to participate, and I’ll be there next year.”

The eight schools selected for the Read to Me program are representative of Philadelphia's 

diverse neighborhoods and include the Charles R. Drew School, William F. Harrity School, Morton 

McMichael School, John H. Webster School, James G. Blaine School, William Levering School, Hon. 

Luis Munoz-Marin School, and Joseph Leidy School.

"Today was about real people making a real commitment to the community and helping to make

a difference in the lives of our most important assets, children,” William Graham Vice President,

Systems Integration, Lockheed Martin Corporation said. “At the conclusion of the program, every

one of the executives got on the bus and couldn't stop talking about what they did and how much

they gained from the experience."

The program began with an 8 a.m. breakfast at The Franklin Institute. The senior executive 

storytellers were then transported to assigned classrooms throughout Philadelphia, returning to 

the museum at noon upon conclusion of the program.

For information about joining the 2005 Read to Me program, please call 215.790.3669.
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Please join us in welcoming our New Members to the Chamber. New Members mean new

contacts, new member-to-member discounts, and potential new business. Be sure to check out

who joined this month* and every month and help support your fellow members.

Check out who joined this month!

AmeriGas

Applied Media, Inc.

Atlantic City Classic Car Event

Avaya, Inc.

Best Buy

Bienkowski Paint & Paper Hanging

Bweb Solutions

Cancer Treatment Centers of America

Carl R. Bieber, Inc.

Cavallaro Capital LLC

Century 21 Alliance

CompUSA

Consulate of Canada

DBA Innovations, Inc.

DeMarco Italian Specialties

DSX, Inc.

Empire International Ltd.

Fanshawe Deli

Flashback Systems, LLC

 IMB Associates

Leon L. Levy & Associates Inc.

Lowe's Companies

Madeline, Paws & Claws Sitter

Map Management

Office Depot

Patton Publications

Philadelphia Education Fund

Preferred Development Group, LLC

Premier Lending Corp.

Roehrs & Company, Inc.

Shred-It

Stefunz Inflatables

TempleTown Realty

Termafix

The Raab Collection

Tracon Telecom

Usana Health Sciences

Wendy's NE Regional Office

 
The Chamber has more than 6,000 members representing every industry. Check out some of

your colleagues.

*Members are pulled on a monthly basis on the 15th of each month. If your company joined after

the 28th, you will be featured in next month’s issue.

http://www.philachamber.com
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**Featured members are selected by the GPCC News editorial staff.
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